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Universal Mounting Adapter with Back Support  (UMA-LVBS) 

is one of the few mounting adapters of its kind that accepts 

4”, 4-11/16”, and now 5” square boxes. UMA-LVBS features 

a unique keyhole pattern that allows any size box to be 

turned 90°. Keyholes also allow 4” rings to be paired with 

any 4-11/16” or 5” square box. Integrated back support 

for up to 6” stud depths. Mounts direct-to-stud or 

between studs with SSB-T5. The adapter, boxes 

and/or rings to all be mounted vertically or horizontally 

Universal Mounting Adapter with Back Support Pg. F18

Independent Acoustical Support Clips Pg. F27

Independent Acoustical Support Clips provide a means to 

support lighting fixtures from common 15/16” T-grid ceiling 

channel. ISC requires no tools to install and can support 

fixtures 65 lbs. or under. Each ISC kit includes a break

apart T-grid perimeter clip which cinches both sides of

the channel and includes pre-punched holes for

branch line restraints. Also includes 5/8” long

screw and washer-wingnut.

Spring Steel Beam Clamps make it easy to suspend 

threaded rod from beam flanges. BCSS includes a set 

screw with universal head and features serrated teeth 

that clamp tightly to beam flanges up to 1/2” thick. 

BCSS also features 7/16” thru-hole for 1/4” or 3/8” 

threaded rod, and will hold up to 100 lbs.

Spring Steel Beam Clamps Pg. F33

Datacom Cable J-Hooks provide superior support for Cat 

5E, Cat 6, Cat 6A, Cat 7 and fiber optic network cables. 

CAT Series J-Hooks are available in 3/4” thru 4” 

diameters and feature rounded edges for proper 

cable bend radius. Prepunched holes allow for 

attachment of rod clips or beam clamps.

Datacom Cable J-Hooks Pg. F37

to facilitate different applications!
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